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Welcome to the Grattan Street
Press Newsletter!

LOVE & OTHER RITUALS
US EDITION

This month we celebrated the launch of Love

and Other Rituals by Monica Macansantos.
The event at Harehole Melbourne was a
wonderful turnout – thank you to everyone
who attended! We also had two other great
events, including a pitch event with our
Submissions team and a GSP Q&A featuring
a spectacular panel of past students and
authors. We’ve had an amazing semester
and are ready to pass the torch to the next
cohort!

Message from Website
Producer: Lochlainn Heley
Hello from the GSP Website! This semester
I took on the role of developing a fresh
website. GSP has grown so much as a
press and it was time the website designe
reflected its needs and the needs of our
readers. Together with my design partner
Nathan Mifsud, we developed a beautiful
website that presents the professional
brand of GSP and seamlessly directs users
where they need to go. With this, we ensure
that the website is left in good hands. Expect
the flashy new website soon!
– Lochlainn

We are excited to announce that
the US version of our latest release,
Love and Other Rituals by Monica
Macansantos, will be available for
purchase on Saturday the 22nd of
October!

PRE-ORDER NOW!
Macansantos offers us glimpses of the
complexities of Filipino life through her
characters, while beautifully navigating
the relationship between the diaspora
and the homeland.
– Frances Revita
(READ THE FULL REVIEW)

Message from Commissioning
Editor: Lee Parker
The Grattan Street Pitch event was a
success! Held on the evening of October

It Isn’t Trendy to be an Introvert — “According to an
article in The Conversation, the best way for me to
succeed in life—as an introverted person—is to behave like an extrovert.” Gabrielle O’Hagan discusses
being
an introvert
an extrovert’s
world,
andGSP
the
Keep
up withinthe
latest from
the
way lockdown interacted
with her introversion.
blogs!

BLOGS 2022
MZ

4th over Zoom, we had a convivial
little chat with several authors f rom
different places across the country. The
commissioning team would like to give
special thanks to Jacinta Dietrich, who
joined the event to share her experiences
of being published by GSP with her novel,
This is Us Now. For authors looking to be
published in coming semesters, we really
encourage you to take part in our pitch

In Winged Eyeliner and “Oriental
Dresses”, Yiran discusses anti-Asian
racism and East-Asian cultural
appropriation, from clothing to Asianfishing.

PUBLISHING

events. You can give us a prepared spiel,
or you can converse casually - we’ll ask
questions in either case. We provide a
comfortable environment for you to talk
about your work, a skill in itself that can
be improved by participating in this kind
of experience. See you next time!
– Lee

In Gamifying Reading: How BookTracking Apps Kill Our Thirst For
Books, Carla Di Maggio discusses
the pitfalls of quantifying our reading
habits on apps like Goodreads and
The StoryGraph.

BOOK REVIEWS

Want to pitch or submit to GSP?

Follow this link!

Love & Virtue by Diana Reid,
winner of the Australian Book Industry
Awards: Book of the Year Award,
reviewed by Amy Thompson.

BACKLIST TITLES

An Interview with Monica
Macansantos

“I felt like I was writing in a vacuum. I’m not
sure if ‘catharsis’ is the right word for it, but
all these stories helped me find my place in
the world.”
Read the full interview on the GSP website!

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

